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Abstract
Because electromagnetic (EM) pollution of the environment is
becoming such a pervasive issue, highly efficient solutions for
EM protection are being keenly sought for. Our approach
provides new avenues to simple, compact, and efficient
broadband microwave absorbers designed to cancel EM
interferences in the microwave range. The paper demonstrates
2
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the potential of a clever organization of nanoscale inclusions
(carbon nanotubes, graphene, magnetic metallic nanowires or
nanoparticles) in polymer matrices for controlling the
propagation of microwaves over a wide range of wavelengths
(10-3 – 10-1 m), focusing on broadband absorption. Controlled
architectures of polymer composites loaded with various
nanofillers, and in particular layered stacks of composite films
enable optimization of the absorption bandwidth while
preserving the compactness of the structure. First, various
carbon-based and metallic nanofillers are synthesized. Next,
nanofillers are dispersed in a polymer matrix thanks to melt
polymer processing and dispersion techniques. The absorption
characteristics of resulting thin composite slabs are first
characterized. Various combinations of superposed slabs are then
investigated and modelled in order to optimize the absorption of
the resulting multilayers. The performances of the investigated
structures are finally compared with the help of a new figure of
merit combining the maximum absorption and its bandwidth.

Keywords
Microwave Absorption; Carbon Nanotubes; Metallic Nanowires;
Nanocomposite; Gradient Structure

Introduction
As stated in [1], electromagnetic (EM) waves are omnipresent in
the present domestic and working place environments. The rising
number of electronic devices and the trend towards increasing
wideband wireless communication is becoming an issue. Indeed,
it generates electromagnetic interference (EMI) between devices
or their subcomponents. Moreover, some people are developing
electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS) disorder. Therefore, EMI
must be reduced to avoid dangerous consequences for health,
safety or security, especially in the case of some sensitive
applications [2]. EMI broadband shielding is usually achieved by
using electromagnetic reflectors, such as metal foils or coatings,
acting as Faraday cages [3]. However, these methods are
becoming less satisfactory because the EM signal is reflected in
another direction and can still interfere with nearby (sub)devices
3
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without significant loss. This is especially non-suitable given the
above-mentioned
health
concern
and
technological
intensification. These considerations have given renewed
popularity to EM absorbers. In this case, the goal is to truly
eliminate the EM signal, especially in areas where it is
unwanted.
The effective EM absorption of a material requires balancing its
complex permittivity and permeability [4]. Indeed, transmission
and reflection must both be minimized, which is normally
contradictory. The EM transmission can be defined as:
√

(1)

where d is the thickness of material, is the pulsation and c is
the speed of light in vacuum. Low transmission is favored by
high values of the imaginary part of permittivity
and
permeability . Reflection is reduced when the complex values
of the two are close to each other as this minimizes the reflection
coefficient at material/air interface as defined by [5]:
√
√

(2)

The corresponding demands are impossible to combine in a
simple material but can be reconciled in hybrid structures,
including polymer-based nanocomposites containing conductive
as well as ferromagnetic fillers [6,7]. Highly conductive carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) and metallic nanowires (NWs) are natural
choices for the conductive filler [8]. Multiwall CNTs have a low
percolation threshold because of their high aspect ratio and easy
dispersibility in selected polymers. They tend to form loose
conductive networks inside the polymer matrix [9]. The matrix,
in contrast, has low permittivity and therefore EM waves can
penetrate deeply in the absorbing structure allowing the
conducting network to dissipate the energy by two major
mechanisms, i.e. complex resistive-capacitive coupling and
multiple internal reflections [10]. However, CNTs are
diamagnetic and hence can only absorb the electric field of the
4
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EM wave. On the other hand, conducting ferromagnetic
inclusions such as Ni nanowires can also dissipate the magnetic
field. Hence it is attractive to combine electric conductivity and
magnetism in the absorber because of the expected synergy. This
has recently been exploited in new types of high-performance
absorbers, e.g. magnetic nanowires in a polymer matrix [7],
magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) attached to carbon
nanostructures [11] or even ferromagnetic particles trapped
inside CNTs [12]. However, Nam et al. [13] and Raj et al. [14]
have shown that only magnetic nanowires provide high enough
permeability to yield a significant absorption enhancement.
Beside controlling the material properties at the nano- and
microscale it is possible to exploit the architecture of the
absorber at a “meso” scale, from the 100 to the 1000
micrometers range. A conductivity and/or magnetic permeability
gradient can be optimized to match impedance at the incoming
wave front [15] but favor dissipation in the depth of the
structure. In this way, the EM energy can be “trapped” between
the internal lossy layers through multiple reflections while
keeping back reflection low [4,16]. This results in higher
absorption because the reflected power is reduced.
The present contribution describes various original architectures
of microwave absorbers developed in our research team at
UCLouvain, based on combinations of magnetic and conductive
nanostructures. Considered nanostructures are carbon nanotubes
(CNTs), reduced graphene oxide (rGO) nanoplatelets, magnetic
nanostructures (MNSs) and nanowires (NWs). Special attention
is devoted to broadband performance achieved with multilayered
structures consisting of thin composite polymer slabs. The
performances of the investigated structures are finally compared
with the help of a new figure of merit combining the maximum
absorption value and its bandwidth.
Section 2 describes the methodology and simulation/
experimental tools used in this work, while section 3 presents the
results and proposes a new figure of merit to rank the various
structures, and section 4 draws conclusions about the work. Five
different architectures are presented: a polymer-CNT gradient
5
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absorber, a CNT-ink based absorber, a magnetic nanowire film
and its combination with CNT, and a gradient absorber based on
MNSs decorating rGO.

Materials and Methods
Strategy
The hierarchical methodology driving our approach is illustrated
in Figure 1. Conductive carbonaceous nano-supports combined
with metallic magnetic nanostructures are included into polymerhosting thin films that are stacked together to form multilayered
gradient structures allowing broadband absorption.

Figure 1: Illustration of the approach: conductive inclusions (A), responsible
for dielectric constant and conductivity, and magnetic nanostructures (B) are
combined to induce microwave absorption (C) and are dispersed in polymer
matrix, to form thin films that are stacked to form multilayers (D).
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Figure 2: Illustration of the measurement configuration used for our
nanocomposites. Each sample is inserted between the two waveguide flanges
that are connected to the Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) trough coaxial
cables.

Hierarchical Organization at Millimeter Scale
Stacking multiple layers of films allows creating a periodic or
gradient
structuration
of
isotropic
or
pre-oriented
nanocomposites (Figure 1D), alternating insulating polymer and
conductive nanocomposite films. Experiments confirm [16] that
a gradient arrangement of conductive layers favors the
penetration and progressive absorption of EM waves through a
nanocomposite (Figure 3A). Once the physical parameters of
each layer are known, the scattering parameters (S-parameters)
and absorption index are simulated using a simple method based
on chain matrix conversion [17].

7
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(A)

(B)
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(C)
Figure 3: Multilayer gradient topology (A) and TEM images of PC-CNT meltblended composites with 1wt.% CNT concentration (B) or 7.5 wt. % CNT
concentration (C).

Synthesis of MNPs (Magnetic Nanoparticles)
NCS(Nanocarbon Supports) Nanocomposites

@

Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs) were purchased by
Nanocyl SA, Belgium. The preparation of FeNi, CoNi and
FeCoNi alloyed nanoparticles supported on graphene oxide (GO)
was performed using a Pechini-type sol-gel method fully
described in [18].

Synthesis of Nanowires
Gold nanowires (Au-NWs) as well as nickel nanowires (NiNWs) were produced and embedded into polymer
nanocomposites. All nanowires were synthesized using an
electrodeposition process. The process involves the reduction of
metal ions from an electrolyte solution in the pores of a
nanoporous alumina template in order to form an array of
nanowires [1]. This process gives metallic nanowires of the
wanted element or alloy with a well-defined aspect ratio. The
nanowires are formed in the pores of a UniKera Standard
alumina membrane (Al2O3) from Synkera (nowadays IDT). This
template has a pore areal density up to 35%, while the diameter
of the pores is 150 nm and the thickness of the membrane is 100
μm. Hence, the aspect ratio of the NWs is about 667 (assuming a
perfect filling of the pores). The alumina template is then
dissolved and the resulting solution is removed by filtration with
9
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the help of a polycarbonate ipPORE™ Track Etched Membrane
from it4ip. This 25 μm-thick porous film with a pore density of
5.108cm-2 and a pore diameter of 200 nm is used as a filter to
collect NWs on its surface. The entangled NWs are then
sandwiched between two 55 μm-thick Lexan polycarbonate (PC)
ﬁlms (see [1] for process details).

Composite Polymer Processing
The process was fully described in [19] and is recalled here for
sake of completeness. The polymer matrix of all composites is
polycarbonate (PC) Makrolon OD2015 resin pellets purchased
from Bayer as detailed in [20]. Before processing, PC pellets
were dried for 24 hours at 80 °C in vacuo to remove any water
residues, which can degrade the polymer and induce unwanted
effects on the electrical and mechanical properties. The polymernanofiller dry-blends were compounded in a DSM Xplore
microcompounder at 260 °C and 150 rpm for 15 minutes after a
feeding time of 1–2 minutes. The MWCNTs were dispersed
[20,21] in low viscosity PC designed for the molding of CDs and
DVDs storage media, at various weight concentrations and
ratios. The low viscosity of the matrix and high torque capability
of the machine allowed for a lower processing temperature than
usual for PC while achieving excellent dispersion of the
nanofillers [20,21]. Afterwards, the extrudates were hot pressed
for 2 min at 260°C and 10 MPa using a hydraulic press, into thin
flat sheets and finally annealed at 150°C for 5 h and cold pressed
before characterization [22].

Characterization Tools
TEM imagery was performed on nanocomposites and
multilayers with the help of a Zeiss Leo 922 working at 200 kV
and equipped with an Omega-A filter. The specimens were cut
with the help of a Reichert Microtome. Ultrathin sections of
approximately 70–100 nm in thickness were cut using a
cryodiamond knife (Diatome, Switzerland) and collected on 400
mesh copper grids. The whole procedure is very similar to that
described in [23].
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The microwave characterization procedure standardly used in
our group is described in [19] and recalled here. A Vector
Network Analyzer (VNA) was used to measure the transmission
of a microwave signal through the materials and devices under
scope, noted S21, as well as the reflection at their input, noted S11.
Three VNAs were used during the project: Wiltron 360 and
37397C from Anritsu, and N5247A PNA-X 67 from
Agilent/Keysight. They operate in the 40 kHz-65 GHz frequency
range. The measurement of thin film absorbers developed during
the work is fully described in [24]. Each sample is inserted
between the two waveguide flanges connected to the VNA
through coaxial cables as illustrated in Figure 2. Using this
configuration, the reflection at input of the absorber and
absorption through it are obtained from the reflection S11 and
transmission S21 coefficients measured by the VNA as:
R = |S11|2

(3)

A = 1 - |S11|2 - |S21|2

(4)

Measurements of saturation magnetization for magnetic
nanoparticles were obtained with a MPMS-XL5 SQUID
magnetometer (Quantum Design, U.S.A.)

Results and Discussion
Polymer Gradient Absorber
The multilayer CNT-PC melt-blended composite presented in
this section is based on the work in [4] and consists of 3
composite layers having a conductivity gradually increasing
from 50, 90 to 100 S/m, with a corresponding loading of 2 to 5
and finally 7.5 wt.% of CNTs. Each composite layer has a
thickness of about 150 μm, and is separated by a pure PC sheet
165 m-thick (Figure 3A). Illustrative TEM images are provided
in Figure 3B, C for 1 and 7.5 wt% CNT layers, respectively.
Figure 4B clearly shows that the level of absorption depends on
the direction of measurement (from port 1 to port 2, or from port
2 to port 1). Absorption is favored from port 1 to port 2, which is
correlated to the increasing gradient of conductivity inducing a
11
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lower reflection coefficient at port 1 (Figure 4A). The resulting
level of absorption rises up to 70% for a total thickness of the
sample equal to 0.39 mm. A residual mismatch of the waveguide
flanges used for the measurements explains the oscillations
observed on the curves, as detailed in [25] and briefly recalled
here. Although explanations were provided for powder
nanocomposites samples, it also applies to samples presented in
this paper. Indeed, oscillation ripple observed in the
experimental curves is due to the mismatch between the
reference impedance of the VNA measuring equipment and the
impedance of the device under test, here the nanocomposite
sample [26]. The value of the latter impedance depends on the
dielectric constant of the sample under scope, a priori unknown,
so that oscillation ripple on S parameters cannot be avoided, and
affects absorption as well by virtue of equation (4). Despite this
ripple, the trend behavior of absorption can be clearly retrieved
from its averaged value, as we did verify by simulation.

(A)
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(B)
Figure 4: Reflection (A) and absorption (B) measurements of CNT-polymer
gradient composite.

CNT-Ink Absorber
A water-based suspension of CNT called AquaCyl™ AQ0101
was provided by the NanoCyl company. It contains 98% of pure
water, 1% of multi-walled CNT and 1% of surfactant. The
suspension is applied just as a conventional ink on surfaceplasma-treated polycarbonate films. In this way, we obtain an
alternative for forming a dielectric-conductor layer stacking. The
dielectric is still a polycarbonate film, but the conductive layer
now consists of an ultra-thin coating of entangled carbon
nanotubes sandwiched between two PC films, as detailed in [4]
and shown in TEM Figure 5A. Again it is observed in Figure
5B,C that the stack of CNT ink-PC sandwich layers having
increasing concentration of CNTs, hence of conductivity, allows
to maximize absorption (Fig 5C) and minimize reflection (Figure
5B), when the propagation of signal occurs in the direction of
increasing gradient concentration, i.e. from port 1 to port 2 as
shown in Figure 3A.
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(A)

(B)

(C)
Figure 5: TEM image of sandwich PC-CNT ink (A), adapted from (Danlée et
al., 2014) measured reflection coefficient of a stack of sandwich PC-CNT ink
layers having increasing concentration (B) corresponding absorption
measurement (C).
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Nanowires-based Absorber
In order to investigate the benefit of magnetic inclusions over
conductive inclusions, a comparative study of the absorption
performances of absorbers using gold conductive nanowires or
nickel magnetic nanowires has been conducted. The synthesis of
nickel nanowires is fully described in [1] and in section 2.4. The
synthesis of gold NW follows the same method. An
electrodeposition process is used to grow NW in a nanoporous
polycarbonate template, which is subsequently dissolved. In both
cases, the absorber configuration exploits the residues of the
synthesis process. Indeed nanowires (NW) resulting from the
dissolution of the alumina template are collected on a filtering
polycarbonate membrane, with various weight concentrations.
The filter covered with NWs is inserted between two 55 μmthick Lexan™ polycarbonate films. The resulting sandwich is
hot pressed at 210°C and 10 T for 30 s. This very simple process
provides a thin conductive and magnetic film. Figure 6A
illustrates the formation of the NW-polymer bilayer: the filtering
membrane acts as a support for the NW, the whole structure
forming a conducting layer responsible for microwave
absorption.
Figure 6B compares the absorption performances obtained for
PC/Ni and PC/Au sandwiched layers having similar 1 wt. %
concentration. It is evident that the presence of Ni-NW enhances
the absorption. This is explained by the fact that magnetic
materials improve the matching of the input impedance with
respect to air, by virtue of equation (2). As a result, the reflection
at the input interface of the absorber is reduced, favoring the
penetration of the signal in the nanowires layer where it
undergoes absorption due to both conductive and magnetic
losses inside Ni-NW.

15
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(A)

(B)
Figure 6: topology of metallic nanowires absorber; the NWs are collected on
the filtering membrane in order to form the absorbing structure that is then
inserted between two 55 μm-thick Lexan™ polycarbonate films (A)
comparison between absorption induced by Ni-and Au-nanowires basedsandwich structures, respectively, obtained from equation (4) (B).

Magnetic NW/CNT Bilayer Absorber
Obviously, the various absorbing structures presented until now
can be combined in various ways. For example, an absorbing
structure combining magnetic nano-inclusions and conductive
CNT inclusions can be formed through the stacking of the Ni16
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NW absorber presented in section 3.3 having a thickness of 1.04
mm with a conductive absorber similar to that presented in
section 3.2, i.e. a CNT-ink sandwiched between 2 polycarbonate
layers for a total thickness of 190 m. Figure 7 shows the
improvement of absorption resulting from the stacked
combination. Indeed, the blue curve demonstrates a 20%
absorption gain over composite absorbers containing only CNT
or Ni-NW at frequencies above 26 GHz. As a result of this
combination, the absorption is maintained roughly around 50%
from 20 to 40 GHz. At low frequencies, the absorption is
achieved through magnetic losses induced by nanowires, while
at high frequencies the CNT ink layer induces sufficient losses
so as to compensate the decrease of the absorption observed for
the sole Ni-NWs. This promising result might certainly be
improved by an adequate tuning of the composition and
thicknesses of the considered layers.

Figure 7: Combination of CNT-layer and Ni NW-layer for improved
absorption. The Ni-NW/CNT bilayer is constructed and measured by stacking
together a CNT layer and a Ni-NW layer similar to section 3.3.

Magnetic Gradient Absorber
Another idea for realizing broadband absorbers is to exploit a
gradient created by magnetic nanoparticles with increasing
saturation magnetization. Three kinds of alloyed magnetic
nanoparticles (MNPs) are considered here: permalloy (NiFe), a
17
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cobalt-iron alloy (CoFe), and a trimetallic cobalt-iron-nickel
(CoFeNi) alloy, each deposited on reduced graphene oxide
(rGO). The synthesis of these particles uses a Pechini sol-gel
method and is fully described in [25]. The corresponding
saturation magnetization Ms of the MNPs is given in Table 1.
The increasing values of Ms are expected to induce an increase
gradient of losses associated to magnetic materials and hence of
absorption. This is indeed observed in Figure 8. The measured
absorption of monolayers made of NiFe, FeCoNi and FeCo
shows an increasing trend following their saturation
magnetization values. More importantly, the multilayer formed
by the stack FeNi/FeCoNi/FeCo, which behavior is
predicted/calculated using the approach explained in section 2.2,
allows to maximize the absorption up to nearly 100% from 15
till 30 GHz.

Figure 8: Absorption resulting from a gradient of the saturation magnetization
values of magnetic nanoparticles.
Table 1: Saturation magnetization values measured by SQUID for MNPs
anchored on rGO.
Material
NiFe
FeCoNi
FeCo

18
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Comparative Assessment of Performance: a Figure of
Merit Proposal
This paper presents a wide variety of effective absorber
structures in the microwave range, distinguished by architecture
as well as composition. It is highly desirable to identify a figure
of merit (FOM) allowing to compare their performances. Since
we are primarily interested in broadband absorption at the
highest frequencies, we propose the following formula
combining the maximum absorption and the fractional
bandwidth:
FOM = Amax BW / fo

(5)

where Amax is the maximal level of absorption in %, BW is the
frequency range in which this absorption occurs (in GHz), while
fo (in GHz) is the center frequency of the absorption bandwidth.
Table 2 provides the FOM for the 5 topologies of absorbers
proposed in this work, deduced from the absorption curves
presented in sections 3.1 to 3.5.
Table 2: Comparison of figure of merit (FOM) defined by equation (5).
Absorber type
Polymer gradient absorber
CNT-ink absorber
Ni-Nanowired absorber
Ni-NW/CNT bilayer absorber
MNP@rGO gradient absorber

FOM
65 X 20/30 = 43.33
65 X 20/30 = 43.3
40 X10/22 = 18
30 X 38/25 = 45
95 X 15/22.5 = 63.33

The provisional conclusion is that the MNP@rGO multilayered
gradient absorber and the Ni-CNT bilayer absorber show the
highest FOM, but this could be confirmed in the future by
additional experimental investigations, which is beyond the
scope of this paper.
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Conclusion
Fine-tuned combinations of conductive and/or ferromagnetic
nanofillers (CNTs, NWs, MNPs on NCSs…) within a
polycarbonate dielectric film have clearly proven their efficiency
for broadband microwave absorption. The selected nanofillers
either yield suitable shields for covering large surfaces or
effective ones for miniaturized devices requiring very high
absorption/thickness ratio. A smart hierarchical architecture of
the absorbers combining nanoscale filler dispersion and
mesoscale stacking of films in gradient of filler concentration is
key for optimised performance, with the additional benefit of
easy assembly. The multilayers are thin compared to the
wavelength and benefit from the classical advantages of
polymers: easy processability, mechanical resistance, flexibility
and conformability. A new FOM has been defined in order to
rank the five absorber systems presented in the paper, based on
their absorption level and frequency range of absorption. It can
be useful for further optimizations.
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